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Best android games reddit 2017

Hello, you're just wondering what people's favorite free Android games are now, perfectly looking at the ones that you can play/challenge your friends, but if you don't then it really doesn't matterPage 2 34 comments of the biggest releases atleast.. madden mobile, nba mobile, pes 2017, Fifa mobile, all turned into cash cow games with massive paytowin.i remember playing one of the old fifas barca vs real
on an iPad and using our iPhones as a controller in school 5 years ago.especially fifa and their ultimate team is so disappointing. You can buy a whole barclay Premier League team for a lot of money, ie with that you buy you have a team with an excellent chemist and can rek anyone. No real head to head just mini game and game against ai.. disappointing.madden and nba same misery, don't head to head
online, play against ai and wait up to 3 days for them to drive. Who thought such a system would be pleasant? its just there so you can do a lot of games at once and spent a lot of time in the menu to download free rewards and maybe see some offers that you want benefits off. I guarantee you that you will spend more times in these games on the menu and then actually playing. Nba2k17 has a career,
season and exhibition mode. Unfortunately, the strange checks and lack of online head to head ruins are for me too. I mean its freakin 2017. Online Head to head must be included.pes 2017 is definitely better than fifa. the controls are intuitive and the gameplay is similar to the ps3 version. unfortunately it is also scraps to the wonder manager of the upgrade/scout upgrade card collect (contract system)
cash cow game. Page 2 19 comments Just curious. It was a while that I wanted to make a game and some apps. Do you make money with yours? I found ~1 year old thread were someone mentionned that it's now more about ranking/understanding Google Play's algorithm for dough. Page 2 comments androidauthority.com/best-o...Page 2androidauthority.com/best-o... Here it is.. it's damn huge, and you
can tell me other good games to put it on the list.. Thanks:Call of OutlawsParkour GORobotsDoom 3Exiles Far ColonyFractal SpaceFZ9 TimeshiftGTA Liberty City StoriesHeroes Reborn - EnigmaKairoNOVA 3PolarityProject ParkourReturn To Castle of WolfensteinWorld War HeroesBullet ForceCritical OpsForward AssaultModern StrikeStandoff 2D add Long LegsIMPOSSIBLE ROADSmooth 3D
FreeSoccer Rally 2Soccer Stars (Online Multiplayer)Spout - Monochrome MissionTanksTurbo LeagueNecessible v1.2.1Asteroid 2012 3D HDCube DefenderWingSuit ProGalaxy Of Fire 20122 &amp; GOF 3Iron Sky InvasionAstro LanderGravitrexLunar Lander ReloadedLunar LanderMars Landeret DescentNo GravityStrike Wing Raptor RisingBADLAND 2Chop BlockEvil CogsFOTONICAHero Of
ManyiCycle On Thin IceLe ParcoursLeague Of EvilLeo's FortuneLio's FortuneLiTtle Big AdventureMachinariumMeganoid 2MicronytesMoyoNaught 2Orris HDOscuraOscura - Second ShadowPerfect MoonRandom Heroes 2Random Heroes 3Robot RampStealth Bastard DeluxeToby The Secret MineVampoo Little VampireVolkanAsphalt XtremeBang XtremeBang Wyścigi HDCarmageddonColin McRae Rally
2Demolition Derby 2DRIVELINEDriving Speed ProFurious Wheel HDGear ClubGT Racing 2 The Real Car ExperienceGT Racing Motor Academy HDJet Car StuntsJet Car Stunts 2Krazy Kart RacingMadOut Open CityMadOut 2 Big City OnlineMad TracksM.U.D Rally RacingNFS™ Most WantedNFS™ Hot PursuitNZ-vs-LoonsOff Road Drift Series 2Pocket RallyRacing Simulator v1.10.168 Rally Racer
DirtRally Racer EVOReal Racing 3Revolt 2 &amp; 3 RE-VOLT ClassicRiptide GP 2Riptide GP RenegadeRush Rally 2Rosyjski kierowca samochodu HDSports Car Challenge 2Steampunk RacingStunt Rush 3D Buggy RacingSuperTuxKartTable Top RacingVelox Reloaded PremiumWRC 2014AutoballDream League 2017FIFA 16 Flick SoccerPES 2017Real Football 2013Pocket FootballPocket
SoccerRocketball Championship CupSlide SoccerSpeedball 2 EvolutionSuper Stickman Golf 3Glow Hockey 2Eurosport Ski Challenge 2016Cross Court Tennis 2First-Person-Tennis-World-TourSlimeDroid 2 VolleyballVirtua Tennis ChallengeVolleyball HangoutAge of Empires (grany przy użyciu Exage Commandar)Command &amp; Conquer: Red Alert 2 (za pomocą Exagear)Commandos 2: Men of
Courage (za pomocą Exagear)Rex Tribal SocietyThe Settlers3D Ball Extreme 3D BallBall VoyageDungeon Ball - Balance BallEDGE ExtendedFlarble Badness GL2FlummoxGyroSphere TrialsLabyrinth 2Marble Droid 2Marble RaceMarbleliriumMultiponkOrborunPila Ball BalanceSphereSquareSwer2XL MX OffroadBike Racing 2 ChallengeDirt Bike EvoDirt BikeGravity Defied (Nieoficjalne)Grawitacja
DefiedKing dirtmtb downhill bike simulator 3DMoto Racer 15th AnniversaryReal MotoSBK 16Trial Xtreme 4World of RidersXtreme DirtzXtreme Wheels ProBeyond YnthBounsy - Finger Physics PuzzleClumpsball 1, 2 &amp; 3Crayon Fizyka DeluxeDaregonDream Machine - GameEvo ExploresGravityHocusKromaelliKLaserbreak Laser PuzzleMonument Valley 2Plug i PlayRagdoll BlasterRagdoll Cannon
ProRelax BallSpace PhysicsVolt14pxBiTSBrave BitDarkland - Platforma One Touch JourneyEquinoxElectronic Super Joy - Groove CityExit Zone - Alpha MatrixGcubeGeometry DashGreenSquare Vs The WorldHPL - Hardcore Platformer LeagueChcę być ChallengerJack N' JillJust Not FairLuminescenceMad Dex 2Mad Dex ArenasMercurial Story Platform GameOwen's Odyssey Dark CastlePhases Infinite
ZeroPretensjonalna GraZastąpiona SpySpace Jest KeySplashy Slime Impossible GameSuper Bit World 2D PlatformerSuper Meat BoySyobon Cat ActionThomas Was AloneThe Impossible GameThe Impossible Game - Level PackVVVVVVWorlds Hardest Platformer 2Baldur's GateNimian LegendsRavensword ShadowlandsGodfire: Rise of PrometheusPage 2 192 komentarzy Dziękujemy wszystkim,
którzy wzięli udział w naszej nominacji i głosowaniu Best of 2017. Reddit nadal nie wydał złotego credditsa, ale mam tabelaryczne wyniki i nie chciałem dłużej trzymać wszystkich w napięciu, więc nadszedł czas, aby ogłosić zwycięzców, a ja rozdam nagrody, gdy będą dostępne. Gratulujemy wszystkim zwycięzcom! Najlepsze gry według kategoriiNajest gra mobilna - Prawie bohater Android, iOSNajna gra -
Universal PaperclipsBest PaperclipsBest Game - ClickRaidMost Innovative Feature / Mechanic - BitburnerNext updates / events - Antimatter DimensionsBest Graphics - Squid InkMost Replayable - Groundhog LifeDishonorable Mention goes to the Tap Titans 2 community for trying to brigade the vote, but ending up with almost 1500 negative points. I have tabular results for all eligible entries here.
Unfortunately, we haven't been able to identify users associated with all winning games, so the rewards go to the best-identified users in each category. (Since there was only 1 identified user in the Best Download game category when he was about to receive 2 prizes, this prize was moved to the Best Mobile Game category because there were so many entries.) If you're a winner, you should see your 1
month gold prize shortly after I receive it from reddit. (They are estimated to be the 2nd week of January.) Award winners - Almost an Android hero, iOS/u/1339 x2 - Spaceplan Android, iOS, Steam/u/naveen_pcs - Cookie Collector 2 Android, iOS/u/Hevipelle x2 - Antimatter Dimensions/u/Brownprobe - Trimps/u/chapt3r - Bitburner/u/LollyAddict - Squid Ink/u/mgronbach - Groundhog LifegraContulations again
to all winners. I can't wait to see what you're creating in 2018! Page 2 comments Hello, everyone! Welcome to my ultimate guide for Android games. Here's a list of all my favorite Android games. There are so many games that I'm going to cover, so without further delay, let's get to it! Note: Games in this list are not numbered. I love them all equally. Leap Day is a one-touch platformer with a new
procedurally generated level every day. Before you turn your eyes and say oh boy another one touch platformer, trust me when I say this game is absolutely fantastic. The platformer is very skill-based, the randomly generated levels are surprisingly varied, and the game in general is very well polished. Without a doubt, Nitrome is the best game to date. Even if you don't like the concept, don't miss this
game. Note: Place a note here to mention that these games are no longer available. They have been completely removed from the play store because it is incompatible with newer versions of Android, so even if you try to download AY PEE KAY (Automoderator on this sub I swear by God), it will crash at startup. I tried. All three of them. Now I'm not a developer, but it's crap! Why not just fix your games?
These 3 games are one of my favorite RPG's of all time. You can't just throw it that way. They just wasted money and a lot of effort. The only way to play first is through PPSSPP. Anyway, on my mind about real games... Ach, Zenonia. One of the few old school rpg's that actually get it right. It offers a smooth and action fight, a really long and charming campaign with a really big world, lots of content and so
on. Most importantly, this game does the right thing, which almost all other RPG's don't do: be available. This is not Complicated or lacking depth, it's easy to just fall in and enjoy the game even if you're not a fan of RPG. Recommended for almost everyone. Note 2: however, ignore sequels. Turn the game into an online pay2win mess only. Tragic, I know. If you're a fan of flash games like me, you've
probably heard of this game series before. This Game for Android is a port of flash infectonator game: world dominator. Basically, this is a retro game where you try to dominate cities by infecting people. In the beginning, you will not have a great time. With each attempt you will gain more money and buy upgrades, special zombies and much more. This game is a lot of fun and can keep you busy for hours. I
highly recommend it. If you are in programming and/or puzzle games, you have probably already played this game. If you're still healthy, but chances are you've probably never finished it. Spacechem is not a game about chemistry, it is a game with extreme logic and solving puzzles, and it is one of the hardest to ever exist. I say I spent many hours to create a solution for one hard type puzzle. I hate it, but I
love it so much. The game is very well designed and its basic concepts are very simple. You have input and want to change around items to create output. Later levels add new mechanics, such as multiple generators, and so on. This is one of the most attractive puzzle games on Android. I highly recommend it. Note: This game is only for tablets. Unfortunately, the GUI in this game is so small that it is
basically unplayable on smaller screens. Infinity Loop is a puzzle game where you have to combine all the elements together to complete the level. The concept is surprisingly simple and the game is quite simple, but there is incredibly polished gameplay and simplicity turns it into a mesmerizing experience. And I really mean it. You'll finish the level and finish a little more, and before you go, you reach level
500 and wonder what you're doing with your life. This game is perfect for keeping you busy for a while. If you want to wait a few minutes for anything, just pull out your mobile phone and start playing it. What makes this game so good at it is that it is so easy to pick up and put it away. There's no pausing or timer or limited movements, it's all about relaxing, and it's a must play if you're bored. You played it, I
played it, we all played it, so I'll just keep it short. Bloons TD 5 is the best tower defense game on Android. Everything in this game, from design to the sheer amount of content they put into it is just perfect. That's enough to keep you busy for months. In case you are 1% who has not had the honor to play this game ... Buy. That's it. Now.To put simply, the Battle of Polytopia is an extremely simplistic version
of the hit PC strategy series, Civilization. Although this game is simple and easy to pick up, Fun. You start out as a small town and grow in many cities, each with its own bonuses and production rates, you combine route, wage war with other countries, and basically accumulate as many points as you can before the 30th turn (that is, after the game). Games are just the right length, taking about 20-40
minutes to finish. The replay value is really high for this game, and for all the strategy fans out there, it's a hit. Did I also mention that the game is very well polished for being a free game? Because it really is. In case the title does not tip you, Puzzlerama is a puzzle game. The thing is, Puzzlerama is not exactly a unique game at all. In fact, it's literally just a collection of 9 different puzzle games, featuring
flow, tangram, pipes, unlock, shikaku, expand, bridges, and a secret game that you unlock when you reach rank 50. So... What's going on? Just have a collection of games in one convenient app? Fortunately, that's not the only reason I love this game. In addition to the obvious Polish and sweet graphics, this game also has a good design. For example, there is no 3-star system. When you finish the level,
that's it. The game does not constantly scold for not finishing the level below 30 seconds, using the minimum amount of possible moves, and jumping through 15 burning hoops over a family of hungry lions on a motorcycle without touching the ground. Remember the original flow game? I accidentally let go of my finger from time to time and the game will count that as a move, and I would have to restart the
level anew to make it perfect. I could ignore it, yes, but it's annoying. Puzzlerama has also introduced me to lesser-known games like tangram and shikaku, which are really fun. You're a casual puzzle fan (and I mean casual because there's no major challenge in this game), you'll love this one. The Knights of Pen and Paper are old, but gold. This is a simple turn-based RPG in which you play as a group of
nerds playing a game on the countertop. The fight is simple, the story is simple, the graphics are simple, but there is only this sense of charm that you can get from playing this game. Grinding and finishing tasks is really fun, leveling up characters and unlocking constant improvements that move even later is really fun. And what this game does really well, that other turn-based games lack, has a good pace.
You will quickly advance, and the game never becomes tedious like others. It's probably just my personal taste in games, but most turn-based RPG games are so ssslloooowww... That's why I really love this one! If you like RPG in general, this one is really great and easy to pick up. I jumped out of my chair as soon as I heard it released in the Play Store. The Fancy Pants series is one of - if not - the best
platform flash games ever created, and it really shows in this iteration. This, surprisingly, is not a flash game port. Instead, it's a premium console exclusive port that also includes flash game levels as a bonus. The checks are the same as always and are surprisingly good on the touch screen, but still require a little getting used to. What really surprised me though is that it's free! For a campaign that has
about 6 hours, not to mention extra levels, challenges and secrets, it's crazy that they give it all for free. I had my eyes glued to the screen from this game and ended the campaign in just 2 days. Since I wrote this I've been still working on 100%ing it. The levels are really varied, from deserts, to forests, to dark caves, it really feels like a complete and rewarding adventure. The platformer feels buttery smooth
and controls really well. I've been a fan of the series since the first flash game in 2006, and I really, really, can't express how good it is. In fact, I don't even have to say how good it is on Android because I bought this version of the game on my PS3 a few years ago. This is a premium game given to you for free with hours of after-hours of very polished content, and I'm not just saying that because of my
nostalgia. Download now!!! Note: This game also has controller support in case you don't like touch screen platformingWhat? Solitaire? Really? this is what you probably think now. But yes, I'm totally serious. Solitaire: Decked Out is a game that for some reason has not been made before. Ad-free, a polished solitaire game that includes unlockable loot such as various themes and winning ceremonies. I'm
surprised how many hours I've sunk into this game while bored or waiting for something. There's not much more to say about it besides, it's solitaire, and it's pretty great. Scribblenauts Unlimited is probably one of the most ambitious games ever created. The idea is simple, but it's almost astounding how well they did it work. This game is a 2D platformer in which you have a notebook that creates everything
you write in it. If you write a wolf, it will give birth to a wolf. You can also use adjectives and try to be a little more creative, like writing a red giant wolf, it will actually work, and spawn a giant red wolf. You use your notebook to solve puzzles and help people by creating things that would benefit them. Honestly, this game has quite mixed reviews because it's a little too easy and sometimes a little too silly
because it doesn't recognize some obvious solutions, but that doesn't really stop me from enjoying the game for what it is. Yes, you can literally apply immortality on yourself. Yes, you can just give yourself wings and make yourself twice as fast as you should be, but what makes it all so exciting! There are not many limits to your creativity because reviewers behave as they are. Overall, I think it's an
amazing puzzle game that everyone should try at some point, especially younger ones There's definitely no shortage of roguelikes dungeon crawler in the play store, but this one definitely has a cake. Enchanted Cave is a very simple game in which Simple, addictive loop game: Go to the cave, get the loot and become stronger, then exit. Unlike most roguelikes, this game actually has steady progress.
When you level up, for example, you get to maintain that level forever, which means you're going to be stronger in every run. And that's where addiction comes in. The gameplay loop grabs you and never lets you go, leaving you to tell you one more run before turning it off every time. I do not know how long this game is, but after giving more than 5 hours and counting, I can say that it is quite a deep cave. If
you like addictive dungeon crawlers, definitely buy this game. Note: This game was originally a flash game. If you're not sure, just search online and try it on your computer. But don't get too tied up because the flash version has less content than the premium version! Reigns is a very interesting game where you are king and you control your country by moving the cards left and right. Basically, you can
control your country by simply saying yes or no to prompts you to manage 4 resources without depleting or filling any of them. For example, a nobleman might ask you to approve a new trade route. If you say yes, you will get more money. But tread carefully, this is not necessarily a good thing, because if you have maximum money, the nobility and the rich will take over the country and you will lose. If your
army becomes very weak, you will lose. If your army becomes really strong, it will launch a coup against you and you will lose. Which leads to a very interesting and surprisingly simple strategy game. Random events each year makes the game feel very exciting and fresh every run. In one run, you can pick up a spoiled child who ends up killing and taking over the throne! In another, the executioner resigns
and the doctor proposes to use poison to carry people, which leads to the spread of plague, causing you and the entire population to die! There is a kind of joy when you discover a new absurd way to die or new events that cause unexpected things to happen, all because of a simple yes/no option. You can spend your days discovering all the neat secrets and new surprises in this game. Not surprisingly,
this game received the most innovative game award in 2016. This is a fresh new idea that has never been done before, and you should definitely consider trying. The room series is a few puzzle games in which you try to break some safe containing the secrets of some strange symbol and the meaning of life, apparently (the story is extremely unclear). This game is the most innovative puzzle game I have
played on Android. Every time you solve a puzzle, the safe opens new gadgets and develops into something completely different. While most puzzles are usually on a flat surface of some kind, the puzzles here are entire 3D areas asking for an examination at each level. The graphics and overall lacquer of the series is unthinkable. This may actually be the most addictive game on Android. The game has a
very very atmosphere and even a few scenes that made me jump because I didn't expect something to move. Unfortunately, each of these games can be completed in about 2-3 hours, which is understandable and frankly quite fair. I would like to take quality over quantity every day. If you like complicated and very interesting puzzles, absolutely buy this game. The full Delight Games library is a collection of
every text-based adventure they've created over the years. According to them, this means more than a million words! That's a lot of content written and uploaded for free. With 37 different titles, Delight Games stories are a pleasure to read (a pun intended). Even if you really don't like reading like me, their adventures are interesting and decision-making matters and where making bad decisions will actually
lead to your death. Whether it's a sci-fi comedy, a dark secret, or a medieval fantasy, here's what you're looking for. EDGE Extended is a remake of the popular classic mobile game EDGE, which was created almost a decade ago! EDGE is a game where you can control a kind of cube that roll over to the end of the level. It seems simple, doesn't it? Levels are getting harder and more techniques learn as
you go. The game is surprisingly fun and interesting, traversing isometric levels is a real joy and surprisingly has more depth than you think. If you like arcade games, definitely try this. Monument Valley is a truly breathtaking puzzle game that will challenge your perception, messing around with prospects, somewhat similar to a game called Fez. The idea is that you have to get from one place to another,
manipulating perspective (it's harder to explain than it is to show) until the end of the level. Thanks to the beautiful art style, the wonderful atmosphere and the levels that expand and develop ala The Room, it is an experience like no other. But here's the thing the keyword here is experience. I was torn over whether to add it to the list or not because for $4, it's a pretty short game (you can finish it in roughly
90 minutes, if not less), and the puzzles are not really puzzles. They are not difficult, just relaxing. For some people, it's a deal breaker, but I just can't deny how much I loved this game playing through it. Its masterfully crafted levels and visual effects are probably the best I've ever seen in an Android game. Although I missed more to the end, I'm still happy with what I have. If you like beautiful zen-like
experiences, give this game a shot. Plague Inc: Because it has a very weak microtransaction model and very intrusive advertising. Also, due to the controversial business that this game is up. This game is an almost direct ripoff flash game called Pandemic, and no, they are not by the same developers. Although this game is better, I must admit that it still feels unfair that the creator of the flash game had his
idea deceived. These guys have done crap crap copying the guy who was developing for fun. See here for information. Terraria: It's a fantastic game, but it just doesn't work on the small touchscreen. Even on tablets, it's just very uncomfortable. I'd like to get it on my computer or consoles instead. Piano Tiles 2: It's a pretty amazing game with so much content, but I felt it was repeating itself pretty quickly.
Zenonia 4: I bashed sequels pretty hard, but I still think Zenonia 4 is a good game. Not everywhere near as good as the first 3, but it's something. Also note that this requires an active Internet connection (ugh)... But I still enjoyed my time with him. Smash Hit: It's a really interesting game about managing balls (which sounded much worse than they should) and using them to break glass and hit
switches/doors... But I also felt like it was starting to get bland in the middle, especially since it's almost impossible to win without constantly playing the same levels anew so you can play more efficiently. Unfortunately, Smash Hit wasn't the hit we were waiting for. rimshotKingdom Rush: I understand people really love this game, but I found it a little simple to my liking. Still a really good tower defense, but I
definitely prefer Infinitode and BTD5. Gumballs &amp; Dungeons: It's a really cool game, but unfortunately I felt like i was looking fast. He spent several hours and then got bored with 3 set of levels. While it gets harder and later levels need more strategy, it just feels like there's not a lot of new mechanics to keep me going. Fallout Shelter: A really cool management game based on the wildly popular Fallout
series (of which I'm a fan!), and a pretty good time, but unfortunately I felt that there wasn't much depth in the gameplay and it started to feel like a mindless idle game where I was just waiting for something interesting to happen. Still, for mobile spinoffs, it's surprisingly good. Jetpack Joyride: Anyone remember this game? So! This is a classic runner game which frankly is damn funny but has too much
emphasis on luck, also, the progression is quite slow... Seen: Basically emily is far away for Android. Some call this game an emotional rollercoaster, a deeply thrilling, best dramatic romance story on Google Play... But I don't really feel it. It's a great game for sure, but I've never felt emotionally invested in history. Writing is also not so great, most dialogues felt quite useless and some discussions between
the two characters felt like they dragged on forever. MyBoy Free: Simply because I'll get into arguments that emulators are not games. Well, I really don't care, this emulator has opened up a lot of amazing games that I've never played before. If you're interested, I recommend playing Castlevania Aria of Sorrow, Pokemon Mystery Dungeon and Kirby Nightmare in Dreamland on it. Oh Legend of Zelda:
Minnish Cap! Infinitode: Right now my second favorite tower defense game just behind BTD5. It has a really huge skill tree and a few but I didn't add it because of how unbalanced it is. At the moment, half of the towers are useless, and sometimes the simplest options are the most effective. If the balance issues are fixed I will happily put it on the list. Edge Grinder: This is my favorite clicker/idle game on
Android, but I don't add it because of it. This game is addictive, but you don't really have much fun value. Great for wasting time, but that's almost everything. Dan The Man: It's an amazing free retro platformer with strict controls, but I didn't feel like it belonged to the list. Despite being well designed, it doesn't really do anything new and feels like all the old retro platformers. In addition, Fancy Pants is better
in almost every inch of IMO. Minecraft Pocket Edition: Simply because everyone already knows what it is. It's still a great sandbox game, maybe even the best on Android, but having it on the list seems pretty useless. Rise of the Blobs: A 3D tetris-like game based on dropping stains of the same color side by side. It's surprisingly polished and quite funny, but like other games, I didn't feel like it was
addicted or funny enough to stay installed on my phone for over a week. PICK-XELL: A fairly underrated arcade game based on digging left or right. It's pretty funny, but a little repetitive fast. EDIT: for some reason I couldn't find it on Google Play. Has this game been removed? Hero Time: A great retro RPG-like game where it's all about exploring enemy patterns and time attacks/dodging right by pressing a
button. Quite funny for a while, but the progress becomes really tedious later. PKTBALL - Endless Smash Sport: This is an arcade version of tennis that is surprisingly fun, but doesn't have much depth. Luckily it has a 2-player mode that made my multiplayer game when I'm bored with my friends. Magic Touch: Wizard for Hire: Another of nitrome's wacky games, this time you draw some shapes on the
screen to pop balloons before they touch the ground. It's quite innovative and interesting, but it gets repetitive quickly. Redungeon: This one was almost on the list, but I didn't feel like it was on par with other games out there. It's a roguelike dungeon crawler, but it's really, really simple. Still, a very good game. Good Pizza, Great Pizza: It's a pizza game with a really good art style. Unfortunately it gets
repetitive pretty quickly and the economy is pretty busted in this game. My friend was basically joking and figured out that giving people empty pizzas without sauce or cheese chains more money in the long run because they're not using any resources. Eternium - Mage and Minions: Honestly the best 3D action rpg on Android. Good control, free and no intrusive advertising or bad microtransaction model.
It's really polished and really good. So why isn't it on the list, you can Call me biased, but I couldn't shake off the feeling that I was playing a really worse version of the version Whenever I started this game, the only thought that raced my mind is that I should go play these 2, not this one. In addition, it sucks the battery very quickly because it is a 3D game with good graphics. If you like RPG though, you're
sure to try it. Outfolded: A minimalist, beautiful game about unraveling shapes to reach the end. The music and sound is fantastic, but I feel like the gameplay becomes tedious when you get to other levels. Puzzles just don't feel intuitive after a certain point and you'll try trial/error your way. Burrito Bison - Launcha Libre: A very polished port from the very popular flash game, Burrito Bison. Unfortunately,
there seems to be too much emphasis on watching ads and paying microtransactions. Ad-free progress is much slower than it should be, which is unfair and not a great business model. Still, the game is damn funny if you like grind. One more bounce: another underrated gem in the play store. This is an arcade game with several different modes in which you can bounce, creating lines to the ball to bounce.
Your goal is to reach the end of the level by bouncing the lines without hitting anything. The game is really polished and really fun, but it turned out to be too difficult at later levels, which just frustrated me to the end until I stopped playing. PinOut: What if pinball had a level-like structure? It's PinOut. With a beautiful soundtrack and amazing aesthetic graphics, it's such a joy to go through. My main gripe
though almost ruins the game for me, which is the time system. Exactly the same problem with Smash Hit (which is by the same developers). I know the game would be really short without it, but playing levels anew when you lose becomes quite tedious. That says it's an amazing twist on pinball. Dark Room (paid): This game almost made it to the list, but I decided not to do it because it's more of an
experience than an actual game. The game starts out as a kind of idle/clicker game with an emphasis on history, but quickly branches out and becomes something completely different. The mystery and writing in this game is really good, but there really is no replay value at all. When you're done, just uninstall it. I would like to add this game to the list if it were free, but unfortunately it is not. Note: This game
is free on PC! Dood Planet Puzzle: Unfortunately this game is not a spinoff prinnies Disgaea that constantly say Dood! after saying something but it's still a good game. Dood is a really well designed puzzle game where you can control a few stains that try to take over the tiles in the least amount of whlist moves stopping other spots from taking over you. It's a really thought-provoking and interesting game
with a charming art style, but like others here it just didn't have much value to me. Ninja Fruit: A pretty good classic that I didn't include from the same I didn't include Minecraft, which is that the person on earth knows what it is. It's a pretty good casual game to waste time on, and unlocking new swords is pretty neat, but it's ageing fast. What's in the box?: Damn, if I know, i never got to finish this game.
What's in the box is a puzzle game where you solve increasingly difficult and obscure puzzles to delve into the box. The game is really interesting, and the set of puzzles is really well made. Transmission: A truly unique puzzle game that is a little difficult to explain due to how deep the mechanics get later, but basically it's a game where you combine signals together. Really neat and amazing, but lacked any
value of staying. Picross Mon: Surprisingly it has nothing to do with Pokemon. Picross Mon is basically picross (aka Nonogram or Hanji) with really good controls, lots of puzzles and a great sense of difficulty. This is my favorite picross game on Android, and it will probably also be yours if you like picross. Knights of Pen and Paper 2: Like Zenonia 4, this is a sequel that is not so bad, just worse than the
original. Knights Pen and Paper 2 is a fine RPG for wasting time, but there's no reason to play because it's very similar to the original... Just worse. Ittle Dew (paid)*: I completely forgot about this game, but I remembered it now. Ittle Dew is a Zelda-esque adventure with a charming art style and a great sense of humor. Unfortunately, like Dan the Man, I just didn't feel that the game was original enough to be
on the list. Still, I definitely prefer it to other zelda-like titles in the store, so keep an eye on these. Note: Apparently many reviews report crashes and errors that still haven't been patched and although it works fine on my phone I'd be tired of buying this:/ Brofist – Beat the Bullies*: Despite one of the possibly cheesiest game titles you might possibly think brofist is actually a surprisingly good rhythm game for
Android. It's simple, and the music is really catchy. My main gripe with the game is that the difficulty level increases very quickly and also there is not much content in this game. I blew through the game once and then just uninstalled it. Yellow *: Yellow is another minimalist puzzle game created by the same people who created What's in the Box?. The concept is simple, you get mostly black level, and your
task is to fill it with yellow. Question... How? In each level, you get something that you can interact with, be it a button, several objects that you can drag, a set of sliders, etc. Without any instructions you have to find out what to do and how to fill the screen. It could have easily made my list if it had maybe 4x the amount of content because there are only 50 levels in this game that can be completed in less
than an hour. Puzzles are both intuitive and very mysterious, which makes it a really cool game puzzle solvers. Let's create! Ceramics (paid)*: That's exactly how it sounds, Let's create Is a game about creating, coloring, decorating and selling pots, and then buying new decorations and materials for future use. This game is a very neat concept that is done surprisingly well, and can provide hours of
entertainment assuming you are creative enough. They even have a website where you can share your pots online! The problem, however, is the mission system and a broken economy. Missions you have replicated another pot with a small image and frankly can be very tedious as you'll just try/mistake your way to getting it right. The economy is also in poor condition because the game can not recognize
good pots, and you can create a mess in 5 minutes that will sell higher than the masterpiece that you created in 2 hours, which completely ruins the progression. It's still a very fun casual game, though! Beat Hazard Ultra (paid)*: Robbery Warning! Beat Hazard Ultra is a twinstick shooter where levels are created from your music. You load a music file from an SD card or internal memory (or online radio), and
you'll fight battles with battalions of spaceships and strange bosses that are synchronized with your music. The game is pretty fun and has a great progression system where you can level up and equip perks, but sometimes it's just very hard to see what's going on (even at the lowest light settings) thanks to the incredibly noisy flashing lights (which look amazing, but from a gameplay point of view it's hard
to deal with). Even with the fact that it's almost a deal breaker, I still really enjoyed my playing time with my music. Definitely try the demo or buy the game if you are a fan of twinstick shooters. Hook (paid)*: Hook is a brilliant minimalist puzzle game that consistently introduces new mechanics and concepts on how to get through it, making sure you never get bored and the game will never be repeatable. The
only problem, as usual, is it's quite short. You can finish the entire game in about 90 minutes or less ala Monument Valley. It's a pity, because if it had more content, it would definitely make it to the list. Games with * on them means they were edited after the post was published. And that's it! So far, this is the case. If you feel like I missed any great games feel free to mention them in the comments and I can
add it to the list in the future! I spent days writing this and basically did it as I go, so I probably missed a few games here and there, but I'm very happy with the size of this thing. Edit 1: Fixed literosEdit 2: Added 3 more games on my list worth playing. Edit 3: Thanks for the gold, alien! Edition 4: Added Monument Valley to the list. Edition 5: Added 3 more games to my list worth playing. Page 2Posted by3
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